
 
LOWRY DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE 

July 11, 2013 
 
 
Attendees 
Committee:  Jim Hartman, Steve Lane, Carla McConnell, Al Sigman, Chuck Woodward, Kevin 

Yoshida 
Public: Six attendees 
Recording Sec.  Jean Lindholm 
Projects:  Lucid Studios (7381 E. 6th Ave) 
   Legends at Lowry 
 
Al Sigman opened the meeting at 8:00 a.m. 
   

• 7381 E. 6th Avenue 
Custom Residence 
Continuance of Variance Hearing (flat roof) and  
Schematic Review 

 
The following changes were made to elements of the design as requested from the previous review. 

o The entire structure was moved to the rear to eliminate the front encroachment into the setback. 
o The dark brick was changed to a blond brick. 
o Context to neighboring homes was shown. 
o Drainage is depicted with swales to the alley and street. 
o Landscaping is designed to fit in with the existing landscaping on the block. 
o A formal variance application with requested information was submitted. 
o There are structural constraints to narrowing the fascia, as requested, but the architect will see if 

there is a way to do that. 
 
The committee members asked for information in the following areas: 

o Fencing design and materials needs to be shown.  The architect said the fence design is not final 
yet, but would probably be horizontal cedar slats that undulate around the posts. 

o It was noted that the landscape plan is accurate; the rendering is not 
 
A neighbor, who owns the house to the east, was in attendance and asked about the planned drainage.  The 
architect said that the drainage will mimic the existing pattern and go north and south off the site.  There was 
some discussion about the neighbor’s existing retaining wall.  There are plans to put down piers to stabilize the 
retaining wall and every effort would be made to not damage it.  If damage did occur repairs would be made.   
 
The neighbor asked for an agreement for him to have access to a small strip of land for weed control. 
 
The following comments were made regarding the variance request and preparation for final review: 

1. This presentation reflects a quality design that will add to the diversity of the street scape. 
2. There will be no hardship to neighbors. 
3. There is a positive evolution of contemporary designs and this home will bridge a gap between the more 

traditional homes on the block. 
4. Items that will need to be prepared for final review are a full set of construction plans; the requested 

fencing detail; listing of materials and color palette; drainage and landscaping plans to be reviewed. 
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A motion by Kevin seconded by Jim Hartman was passed to approve the variance request for a low-slope 
roof and approval of the schematic design with the preparation of those items mentioned for final review. 
 

• The Legends at Lowry 
9649 E 5th Avenue 
Pedestrian Gates 

 
Christine Sheldon, who is the manager of The Legends at Lowry complex reported that there has been an 
increase in crime over the past six weeks with instances of vandalism to cars, flower pots taken from porches, 
bikes stolen from garages, a door kicked in, non-residents jumping the fence and using the pool and money 
stolen from the rent drop box.  Ms. Sheldon asked that the LDRC approve a request to use locks on the gates 
that would be double locked with residents having keys to access from either side. 
 
Kevin Yoshida commented that when the surrounding fence was approved there was a desire to temper the 
philosophy of on open community with safety and to maintain residential access.   Mary Carr, the executive 
director of the Lowry Community Master Association (LCMA) said that this topic had been discussed with the 
Buildings and Grounds Committee (BaG) and they weren’t sure if this had to come back to the LDRC for 
approval.  The LDRC members agreed to recommend to the Lowry Community Master Association that double 
locking mechanisms be allowed on the four pedestrian gates with keyed access for the residents.   Mary Carr 
will take that recommendation back to the BaG committee to issue the approval.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 9:00 a.m. 
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